
This paper proposes an efficient bandwidth utilization 
(EBU) algorithm that utilizes the unused bandwidth in 
dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) of a 10-gigabit-
capable passive optical network (XGPON). In EBU, an 
available byte counter of a queue can be negative and the 
unused remainder of an available byte counter can be 
utilized by the other queues. In addition, EBU uses a novel 
polling scheme to collect the requests of queues as soon as 
possible. We show through analysis and simulations that 
EBU improves performance compared to that achieved 
with existing methods. In addition, we describe the 
hardware implementation of EBU. Finally we show the 
test results of the hardware implementation of EBU. 
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I. Introduction 

The emerging solution for high-speed Ethernet in access 
networks is passive optical networks (PONs). A PON consists 
of an optical line termination (OLT), a passive splitter, and 
multiple optical network units (ONUs). In the downstream, a 
PON is a point-to-multipoint system. The OLT broadcasts a 
frame to ONUs through the passive splitter. In the upstream, a 
PON is a point-to-point system. ONUs transmit frames to the 
OLT in a time division multiplex manner. Only one ONU at a 
time is allowed to transmit frames to the OLT. To allocate 
noncollision transmission slots to ONUs, the OLT receives 
requests from ONUs and performs dynamic bandwidth 
allocation (DBA). 

The gigabit PON (GPON) and Ethernet PON (EPON) are 
the two major standards in PONs. Recently, to satisfy the high 
bandwidth demands, the 10-gigabit-capable PON (XGPON) 
was developed by extending the GPON. In October 2010, 
ITU-T published XGPON standards G.987.1 and G.987.3. An 
XGPON supports the data rate of 10 Gbps in the downstream 
direction and the data rate of 2.5 Gbps in the upstream direction 
[1]. 

A GPON is different from an EPON in many ways. The first 
major difference is that a GPON is synchronous whereas an 
EPON is not [2]-[4]. The operation of a GPON is synchronized 
with the downstream frame duration (DFD), which is fixed at 
125 μs [5], [6]. The OLT executes a DBA algorithm and 
transmits a frame to ONUs for every DFD. The upstream 
frame duration (UFD) is also fixed at 125 μs. The DBA 
algorithm produces an allocation result for every upcoming 
UFD. On the other hand, an EPON neither has a fixed frame 
duration nor is synchronized with the frame duration. 

The second major difference is the bandwidth requirement 
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for service classes. To support quality of service (QoS), a 
GPON has a transmission container (T-CONT) type that 
represents a service class [5], [6]. A queue of an ONU has its 
own T-CONT type and must be assigned a transmission 
bandwidth in accordance with its T-CONT type. For example, 
an assured bandwidth is assigned to T-CONT types 2 and 3 that 
the OLT must guarantee. In addition, a nonassured bandwidth 
is assigned to T-CONT types 3 and 4 that the OLT may 
dynamically assign. An EPON does not have a bandwidth 
requirement for a service class because such a requirement is 
out of the EPON standardization scope. 

EPON DBA has received a lot of attention. The recent 
surveys for EPON DBA can be found in [7], [8]. In contrast, 
GPON DBA has received little attention [3], [9]-[14]. 
Furthermore, only a few GPON DBA algorithms are 
compliant with the GPON standard ITU-T G.984.3 [5]. The 
GigaPON access network (GIANT) algorithm was the first 
DBA algorithm to be compliant with the GPON standard [10], 
[11]. GIANT uses down counters to allocate bandwidth to 
queues. The OLT can allocate bandwidth to a queue only when 
the down counter of the queue has expired. Although GIANT 
provides desirable performance, its allocation mechanism can 
degrade performance since a request cannot be granted until 
the down counter expires. 

In [12], the predictive colorless grant offset-based scheduling 
with flexible intervals (PCG-OSFI) method was introduced, 
which is compatible with the GPON standard requirements. 
When a grant cannot be allocated to a preplanned transmission 
slot, the transmission moment of the grant is delayed and the 
size of the grant is increased in proportion to the delay. 
Moreover, the traffic arrival amount is predicted based on the 
past arrival amount. This form of scheduling was used in [12] 
only for the assured bandwidth allocation of T-CONT types 2 
and 3. Like GIANT, however, PCG-OSFI can allocate a grant 
only when the down counter has expired for the nonassured 
bandwidth of T-CONT types 3 and 4.  

To improve GIANT, the immediate allocation with colorless 
grant (IACG) method was introduced [13]. IACG is compliant 
with the GPON standard. IACG uses available byte counters as 
well as down counters to immediately allocate bandwidth to 
queues whether or not the down counters have expired. In 
addition, the OLT evenly distributes the unallocated remainder 
of bandwidth to all ONUs. It was shown that IACG 
dramatically improves performance compared to GIANT [13]. 

The abovementioned GPON DBA algorithms do not 
consider utilization of unused bandwidth. If the amount of 
allocated bandwidth of a queue is less than its reserved service 
amount, a part of the bandwidth remains unused. In the above 
algorithms, the unused bandwidth cannot be used by a queue 
whose request amount is greater than its reserved service 

amount. To achieve high performance, the upstream bandwidth 
must be efficiently utilized. To the best of our knowledge, the 
utilization problem of unused bandwidth has never been 
studied regarding XGPONs or GPONs.  

In this paper, we propose an efficient bandwidth utilization 
(EBU) algorithm to solve the utilization problem. EBU is 
based on IACG. However, because the available byte counter 
can be negative in EBU, to utilize the unused bandwidth, the 
unused remainder of the available byte counter is added to the 
negative available byte counters. In addition, EBU employs a 
novel polling scheme to know the requests of queues as soon 
as possible. 

The feasibility of implementation is the crucial factor of 
GPON DBA algorithms since the OLT must produce the DBA 
result every 125 μs. To the best of our knowledge, only the 
IACG and GIANT algorithms have been physically 
implemented [10], [13]. We implement the EBU algorithm in 
an FPGA chip and develop an XGPON OLT board that 
contains the FPGA chip. The board supports a 10-Gbps 
downstream speed, 2.5-Gbps upstream speed, 256 ONUs, and 
4 T-CONT types. 

In section II, we explain the XGPON system briefly. In 
section III, we describe the proposed EBU algorithm. Then, we 
analyze the IACG and EBU algorithms in section IV using 
queueing models. In section V, we evaluate the performance of 
each algorithm and show that EBU outperforms the existing 
methods, using computer simulations. In section VI, we 
discuss the hardware implementation issue of the EBU 
algorithm. In section VII, we show the testbed and describe the 
test results of the hardware implementation. 

II. System Description 

An XGPON consists of an OLT and N ONUs. To provide 
QoS, an XGPON supports multiple service classes, which are 
known as T-CONT types in the XGPON standard. An ONU 
maintains a queue for each T-CONT type. Each queue has an 
allocation identifier (AllocID). 

Each operation of an XGPON system is synchronized with a 
DFD whose length is fixed at 125 μs. In the downstream 
direction, the OLT broadcasts frames to all ONUs in each DFD. 
An ONU accepts only frames that match the AllocIDs of its 
queues. In the upstream direction, only one ONU can transmit 
frames to the OLT at a time. In each DFD, the OLT collects the 
bandwidth requests from ONUs and assigns a nonoverlapping 
transmission time slot to each ONU. The total sum of the 
assigned transmission time slots is less than or equal to a UFD 
whose length is fixed at 125 μs. The OLT sends the grant result 
to each ONU at the beginning of the next DFD. An ONU 
transmits its frames to the OLT only at its assigned  
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Fig. 1. Burst overhead and XGEM header. 
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transmission time slot. 

To collect the bandwidth requests from ONUs, the OLT 
assigns a dynamic bandwidth report upstream (DBRu) 
transmission slot to a queue of an ONU. When a queue 
receives the DBRu slot, the queue sends its queue length to the 
OLT using the DBRu slot. In addition, during scheduling, the 
OLT must consider the transmission overhead, such as a guard 
time or an upstream physical synchronization block (PSBu) 
section. To send the scheduling results to ONUs, a bandwidth 
map (BWmap) is transmitted to ONUs at the beginning of 
each DFD. 

The ONU starts the transmission of its payload with the 
guard time and the PSBu section. The ONU needs an XGPON 
transmission convergence (XGTC) header at the beginning of 
the transmission. The XGTC header shows which ONU 
transmits the payload. In addition, the ONU requires an XGTC 
trailer at the end of the transmission to evaluate the 
transmission bit error rate. 

A frame has an XGPON encapsulation method (XGEM) 
header to show the flow information of the frame. In an 
XGPON, a frame can be fragmented if the size of a 
transmission time slot is less than the size of that frame. Each 
fragment is prepended with the XGEM header. The XGEM 
header also indicates whether or not a fragment is the last 
fragment. Figure 1 depicts the burst overhead and the XGEM 
header. 

In this paper, we consider the following four T-CONT types, 
which are distinguished by their assignable bandwidth [6]: 

 • T-CONT type 2: the assured bandwidth; 
 • T-CONT type 3: the assured bandwidth and the 

nonassured bandwidth; 
 • T-CONT type 4: the best-effort bandwidth; 
 • T-CONT type 5: all bandwidths. 
Since T-CONT type 1 has a fixed bandwidth and it is 

statically served, we do not consider T-CONT type 1 in this 
paper, as in [12], [13]. The assured bandwidth is dynamically 
assigned to a queue based on the bandwidth demand of the  
queue. The nonassured bandwidth and the best-effort 
bandwidth are the surplus bandwidth that the OLT may 
dynamically allocate to a queue based on the bandwidth 
demand of the queue. 

The service priority order is T-CONT type 2, the assured 
bandwidth of T-CONT type 3, the nonassured bandwidth of  

 

Fig. 2. Transmission timing diagram. 
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T-CONT type 3, and T-CONT type 4. T-CONT type 5 is a 
consolidation of other T-CONT types. In this paper, we use T-
CONT type 5 to represent the colorless grant that can be used 
for frames of any T-CONT type. Note that an ONU does not 
have a queue for T-CONT type 5. 

Figure 2 shows the transmission timing diagram of an 
XGPON when the maximum distance between an ONU and 
the OLT is 20 km. Di denotes the DFD and Ui represents the 
UFD. The DFD and UFD are fixed at 125 μs. The propagation 
delay TP is RTT/2 where RTT is a round trip time between an 
ONU and the OLT. The RTT is 200 μs when the maximum 
distance between an ONU and the OLT is 20 km. Each ONU 
requires the ONU response time TO to receive the BWmap and 
to prepare an upstream response. The standard value of TO = 
35±1 μs [6]. In addition, an ONU needs the equalization delay 
TE to align its upstream transmission with the upstream 
transmissions of other ONUs [6]. 

In this paper, we use the polling mechanism of [13] to obtain 
the actual requests of ONUs. In Fig. 2, Gi, i=0,…,3, is the grant 
result and R0 is the bandwidth request. The grant result Gi is 
produced by scheduling in the DFD Di and is transmitted to 
ONUs at the beginning of the next DFD Di+1. When ONU 
receives the grant result G0, it waits TO+TE, then sends its 
request R0 and data frames within the UFD U0. The request R0 
is the total queue length of a queue. Since the ONU sends R0 
using the DBRu field before it transmits its data frames, the 
grant result G0 is not reflected in R0. The requests received 
within U0 will be used in the scheduling at D4. Since ONU 
may receive the grants during D1, D2, and D3, the grant results 
G1, G2, and G3 must be reflected in R0. Thus, to obtain the 
actual request, the OLT subtracts the grant results G0,…,G3 
from R0 at the beginning of D4. The OLT remembers the four 
most recent grants for the actual request calculation. If the 
maximum distance between an ONU and the OLT is 60 km, 
the RTT is 600 μs. In this case, the OLT must remember the 
eight most recent grants to obtain the actual requests. 

III. EBU Algorithm 

Table 1 shows the service parameters and counters that are 
used in IACG and EBU. 
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Table 1. Service parameters and counters 

T-CONT type Bandwidth Service 
parameters Counters 

2 assured SI, AB SI_timer, VB 

3 assured SI, AB SI_timer, VB 

3 nonassured SI', AB' SI'_timer, VB' 

4 best-effort SI, AB SI_timer, VB 

 

 
Let queue(j) be a queue with AllocID j. The queue(j) has two 

service parameters, SI(j) and AB(j), where SI(j) is the service 
interval of queue(j) with the unit of 125 μs and AB(j) is the 
maximum allocation bytes of queue(j) that can be used during 
SI(j). In addition, the queue(j) has two counters, SI_timer(j) and 
VB(j), where SI_timer(j) is decreased by 1 in each DFD and 
recharged to SI(j) when it has expired. VB(j) denotes the 
remaining available bytes of queue(j) during SI(j). If queue(j) is 
T-CONT type 3, it has another two service parameters, SI'(j) 
and AB'(j), and another two counters, SI'_timer(j) and VB'(j), 
for the nonassured bandwidth. 

Let grant(j) and request(j) be the grant and the request sizes 
of queue(j), respectively. In IACG, grant(j) is the minimum of 
request(j) and VB(j) and both request(j) and VB(j) are decreased 
by grant(j). VB(j) is recharged to AB(j) when SI_timer(j) has 
expired. Using an example, we now explain how this 
mechanism can waste bandwidth. Assume that request(1) = 0, 
request(2) = 500, VB(1) = 500, and VB(2) = 100. Also suppose 
that SI_timer(1) expires before SI_timer(2). Then, grant(1) = 0, 
grant(2) = 100, and VB(2) becomes 0. To transmit the 
remainder of request(2), queue(2) must wait until VB(2) is 
recharged. If request(1) = 0 until SI_timer(1) expires, then the 
remaining amount of VB(1), 500 bytes, is wasted. If IACG 
could use the remaining amount of VB(1) to grant the 
remainder of request(2), the bandwidth waste would not exist. 

1. Scheduling Mechanism 

To mitigate the bandwidth waste, we introduce EBU that 
improves scheduling and polling mechanisms of IACG. First, 
we explain the scheduling mechanism. In EBU, VB(j) can be 
negative unlike in IACG. The OLT grants the minimum of 
AB(j) and request(j) only when VB(j) ≥ 0. Both request(j) and 
VB(j) are decreased by grant(j). This mechanism allows 
queue(j) to use more bandwidth than its AB(j) during SI(j).  

If we have VB(i) < 0 and VB(j) > 0 when SI_timer(j) expires, 
it implies queue(i) utilized the unused reserved bandwidth of 
queue(j). Hence, VB(j) must be added to VB(i) to utilize the 
bandwidth efficiently. Also, the maximum of VB(i) is limited to  

 

Fig. 3. Scheduling procedure of EBU for T-CONT type 2. 
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0, and VB(j) is decreased by the added amount. The remainder 
of VB(j) is added to the other VB(k) if there exists VB(k) < 0. In 
addition, when SI_timer(j) expires, VB(j) is increased by AB(j) 
and its maximum is limited to AB(j). 

We now show the scheduling procedure of EBU for T-
CONT type 2 in Fig. 3, where RR represents the starting ONU 
of the scheduling operation. First, the grant operation for 
queue(j) is performed in a round-robin manner. Then, the total 
remaining bandwidth is calculated. Next, the update operation 
of VB(j) is performed in a round-robin manner. Finally, the 
starting ONU is changed in a round-robin manner. The 
scheduling procedure for other T-CONT types is similar to that 
shown in Fig. 3. 

We now illustrate the pseudocode of the grant operation of 
queue(j) in Fig. 3. 

if (VB(j) ≥ 0 and FB > 0) { 
grant(j)=min(AB(j),request(j),FB); 
VB(j) -= grant(j); 
request(j) -= grant(j); 
FB -= grant(j); 

} 

The variable FB is used to ensure that the sum of all grants is 
less than the size of the UFD. The initial value of the FB is 
equal to the size of the UFD. For service fairness, the starting 
queue of the grant operation changes in a round-robin manner. 
For example, if the grant operation starts from a queue in ONU 
1 in the current DBA, then it starts from a queue in ONU 2 in 
the next DBA.  
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We now describe the pseudocode of the update operation of 
VB(j) reflected in Fig. 3. After the grant operation is finished, 
the update operation starts. Let Sk be the sum of VB(j) whose 
queue is T-CONT type k and assume that SI_timer(j) has 
expired. That is, Sk = ∑j∈VVB(j), where V={i | VB(i) > 0, 
SI_timer(i) = 0, queue(i) ∈ T-CONT type k}. 

if (VB(j) < 0 and Sk > 0){ 
Sk = Sk + VB(j); 
VB(j) = min(0, Sk); 

} 
if (SI_timer(j) = 0){ 

SI_timer(j) = SI(j); 
VB(j) = min(VB(j)+AB(j), AB(j)); 

} 
SI_timer(j)--; 

For service fairness, the starting queue of the update 
operation changes in the round-robin manner of the grant 
operation.  

For the above example of IACG, if we use EBU, grant(1) = 0, 
grant(2) = 500, and VB(2) becomes –400. When SI_timer(1) 
expires, VB(2) = 0 since VB(1) is added to VB(2). Therefore, 
EBU uses the unused bandwidth of queue(1) to transmit 
frames from queue(2).  

2. Polling Mechanism 

Here, we explain the polling mechanism of EBU. In IACG, 
the OLT allocates the DBRu slot to queue(j) once per SI(j). In 
IACG, queue(j) has a polling flag PF(j). The OLT can allocate 
the DBRu slot to queue(j) when PF(j) = 0. The flag PF(j) is set 
to 1 when the OLT allocates the DBRu slot to the queue. The 
flag PF(j) is reset to 0 when SI_timer(j) expires. Hence, 
queue(j) gets the DBRu slot once per SI(j), independent of its 
queue status. 

For efficient scheduling, the OLT must know the actual 
requests of queues as soon as possible. In respect to polling, the 
best scheme is that every queue reports its request to the OLT 
in every UFD. The DBRu slot is 4 bytes long [6]. In addition, 
the DBRu slot requires the burst overhead in Fig. 1. Therefore, 
if the DBRu slots are allocated to all queues in every UFD, the 
upstream bandwidth will be wasted, especially when the 
number of queues is large. 

Like IACG, EBU allocates one DBRu slot to queue(j) once 
per SI(j), independent of the status of queue(j). Unlike IACG, 
however, EBU can allocate an additional DBRu slot queue(j) 
during its SI(j). To mitigate the bandwidth waste and to 
minimize the burst overhead due to the excessive number of 
DBRu slots, EBU allocates the additional DBRu slot only 

when a specific condition is met. In EBU, the OLT can allocate 
the additional DBRu slot to queue(j) if grant(j) > 0 after the 
grant operation.  

IV. Approximate Analysis 

In this section, we approximate IACG and EBU methods 
using M/G/1 queueing models to show how EBU improves 
the mean delay compared with IACG. For simplicity, we 
consider L queues of T-CONT type 2. Suppose queue(j) has the 
arrival rate of λj. In IACG, the service amount of queue(j) is 
limited by AB(j) during SI(j). Hence, the service rate of 
queue(j) is given by μj = AB(j)/SI(j). The mean waiting time in 
queue(j) is [15] 

2

,
2(1 )

j j
j

j

b
W

λ
ρ

=
−

                (1) 

where bj
2 is the second moment of the service time distribution 

of queue(j) and ρj = λj/μj is the utilization factor. Let  

1
L

jjλ ==∑ λ ; then, the input traffic ratio of queue(j) is given 

by λ j/λ. Therefore, we obtain the mean waiting time of IACG, 
WI, as 

1

L
j

j
j

WI W
λ
λ=

=∑ .                (2)           

In EBU, the service rate of queue(j) is not limited by 
AB(j)/SI(j) since queue(j) can use the unused bandwidth of 
other queues. If the unused bandwidth of a queue is fully 
utilized by other queues, packets are served with the service  

rate of 1
L

jjμ μ==∑ . Then, the EBU method can be modeled 

by a single queue whose service rate and arrival rate are μ and λ, 
respectively. Therefore, we have the mean waiting time of 
EBU, WE, as [15] 

2
,

2(1 )
bWE λ

ρ
=

−
                (3) 

where b2 is the second moment of the service time distribution 
and ρ = λ/μ.  

To illustrate the difference between WI and WE, consider a 
simple example. Assume the service rate and the arrival rate of 
all queues are μj=μ/L and λj = λ/L, respectively, in both methods. 
Also assume that every packet has the same size (that is, the 
M/D/1 system). Then, we have bj

2 = 1/μj
2 and b2 = 1/μ2 for the 

IACG and EBU methods, respectively [15]. From (2) and (3), 
we obtain 2(2 (1 ))WI Lλ μ ρ= − and 2(2 (1 ))WE λ μ ρ= − .  
In this example, EBU is L times better than IACG in the mean 
waiting time. 
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V. Performance Evaluation 

We now compare the respective performance of EBU, IACG, 
and PCG-OSFI. We consider an XGPON system with 16 
ONUs, a line rate from users to the ONU link of 200 Mbps, an 
upstream channel rate of 2.48832 Gbps, that RTT = 200 μs, 
and that TO = 35 μs. The size of each queue is 1 MB. We 
suppose traffic is balanced so that each ONU has an identical 
load. In addition, we suppose that the T-CONT type probability 
of an incoming packet is uniformly distributed so that each   
T-CONT has an identical traffic load. 

For T-CONT type 2, we set AB = 7,812 and SI = 5, which is 
equivalent to 100 Mbps. For T-CONT type 3, we set AB = AB' = 
7,812 and SI = SI' = 10, which means 50 Mbps is given to both 
the assured bandwidth and the nonassured bandwidth. For    
T-CONT type 4, we set AB = 15,624 and SI = 10, which is 
equivalent to 100 Mbps. The initial value of FB is 38,880 bytes. 
IACG uses the same parameters. The reserved bandwidth for 
each T-CONT type of PCG-OSFI is equal to that of EBU. We 
use the self-similar traffic model that each ONU is fed by a 
number of Pareto distributed on-off processes. The shape 
parameters for the on and off intervals are set to 1.4 and 1.2, 
respectively [17]. In addition, the frame size follows the trimodal 
distribution in which the frame sizes are 64, 500, and 1,500 bytes 
and their load fractions are 60%, 20%, and 20%, respectively, as 
in [10]. Each simulation is performed until the total number of 
frames transmitted by ONUs exceeds 109 for each algorithm. 

Increasing the offered load rate of an ONU from 0.1 to 0.99, 
we simulate the algorithms and compare their performance. 
Figures 4 through 6 respectively illustrate the mean delay, the 
frame delay variance, and the frame loss rate of each method. 
As we can see from the figures, EBU outperforms the other 
methods for T-CONT types 2 and 3. EBU is worse than IACG 
in the performance of T-CONT type 4, especially when the 
traffic is heavy. PCG-OSFI is worse than other methods in the 
performance of T-CONT types 3 and 4. The main reason is that 
PCG-OSFI can grant the nonassured bandwidth of T-CONT 
types 3 and 4 only when their down counters have expired [12]. 

ITU-T G.987.1 recommends that an XGPON system must 
accommodate services that require a maximum mean delay of 
1.5 ms [1]. In our simulation scenario, only EBU satisfies the 
requirement for T-CONT types 2 and 3 for all traffic loads. The 
frame loss rate of EBU is better than the frame loss rates of 
other methods for T-CONT types 2 and 3 in Fig. 6. For T-
CONT type 2, the loss rate is zero for all traffic loads in EBU, 
owing to the utilization of the unused bandwidth. 

In general, the mean delay increases and the packet loss rate 
decreases as the queue size increases. The mean delay and the 
packet loss rate of a queue decrease if the value of AB increases. 
As the value of SI decreases, the polling interval decreases.  

 

Fig. 4. Mean delay of each algorithm. 
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Fig. 5. Frame delay variance of each algorithm. 
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Fig. 6. Frame loss rate of each algorithm. 
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Hence, the efficiency of DBA improves. As the value of SI 
decreases, however, the upstream bandwidth waste owing to 
DBRu slots increases since a queue gets a DBRu slot at least 
once per SI, as we described in section III. The optimal value of 
SI will be our next research topic. 
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of EBU DBA module. 
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VI. Hardware Implementation 

We implement the EBU DBA module using a Xilinx FPGA 
chip. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the EBU DBA 
module. The CPU stores the service level agreement (SLA) 
parameters of a queue into the SLA FIFO (first-in first-out). 
The SLA parameter is 70 bits wide, as in Fig. 8. In the EBU 
DBA module, a queue has a 10-bit queue index to identify its 
scheduling order and T-CONT type. The active bit indicates 
whether or not the corresponding queue is active. The  
forward error correction (FEC) bit indicates whether or not an 
FEC function is turned on for the corresponding queue.  

The SI and AB modules save the SI and the AB values of 
queues, respectively. The SI timer module contains the down 
counters of queues, and the VB module contains the VB values 
of queues. The FEC flags module denotes the FEC bits of 
queues. These modules are implemented with the internal 
RAM of the FPGA chip. The VB update module performs the 
update operation of the VBs. 

The request matrix manages the actual request size of each 
queue. The DBRu receiver examines the DBRu fields in the 
upstream frame and extracts the queue length in the field. The 
grant matrix remembers the eight most recent grant results to 
support the 60 km maximum distance between an ONU and 
the OLT. The RR pointers module saves the round-robin 
pointers of the scheduling operation.  

The PLOAMu flags module represents whether or not a 
queue sends the physical layer operations administration and 
maintenance upstream (PLOAMu) slot, which conveys 
network management information. From the indication (Ind) 
field of the PSBu, the PLOAMu slot is assigned to the ONU 

that sent the PLOAM message. The PSBu flags module 
indicates whether or not the PSBu slot is required for each 
ONU. The DBRu flags module indicates whether or not a 
queue sends the DBRu slot. The DBA unit performs the EBU 
DBA operation and computes an FEC parity byte.  

In the upstream FEC computation of an XGPON, each 
codeword is 248 bytes long. Within a codeword, 232 data bytes 
are followed by 16 FEC parity bytes [6]. In addition, in an 
XGPON, the frame and its elements are aligned to one-word (4 
bytes) boundaries and the grant size has the granularity of one 
word [6]. The FEC parity bytes are expressed in the word size. 
Whenever the new grant size is generated, the FEC size must 
be recalculated. Since the FEC size consumes the upstream 
bandwidth, the next grant size can be affected by the FEC size. 
Let X be the FEC word size and D be the data word size; then, 
X is given by  

58
DX ⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥

,                   (4) 

or X is the quotient of (D + 57)/58. The division operation 
consumes multiple clocks in FPGA implementation. If D is 14 
bits wide, the number of required clocks for the division 
operation is at least 16 if we use the Xilinx divider [16]. To 
obtain the DBA result every 125 μs, the delay in the division 
operation must be minimized. 

For high-speed division, we approximate (4). From  
512( 57) 1

58 512
DX +⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

, we obtain the approximated value Y 

as follows: 

1 (8 506)
512 2 4 16 64

D D D DY D= + + + + + .       (5) 

When D ≤ 9,720 words (= 38,880 byte), we have Y = X. 
Since Y consists of only the shift and the addition operations, it 
can be calculated within a single clock in a commercial FPGA 
chip. 

The access structure building unit adds the grant results for 
the assured and nonassured bandwidth of T-CONT type 3. 
Also, the unit generates the access structure using the 
PLOAMu flags, the DBRu flags, and the grant results. Then, 
the unit transfers the access structure into the BWmap table.  

Figure 9 shows the XGPON OLT board that we have 
developed. The OTRx part includes the optical transmitter and 
receiver, which support 10 Gbps and 2.5 Gbps, respectively. 
The CPU block manages the software operation of the system. 
The uplink interface provides the data path between the board 
and the back plane. The FPGA block contains the Xilinx 
FPGA chip and an external memory.  

We use a Xilinx Virtex-5 LX155t FPGA chip for the 
hardware implementation. The EBU DBA module supports a  
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Fig. 9. XGPON OLT board. 
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Fig. 10. Test bed for XGPON system 
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10-Gbps downstream speed, 2.5-Gbps upstream speed, and 
256 ONUs, and each ONU has four queues (one queue for 
each T-CONT type, 1 through 4). The total FPGA utilization is 
5% slice logic utilization and 15% internal RAM utilization, 
and the maximum operation frequency is 130 MHz. 

VII. Hardware Test Result 

Figure 10 shows the testbed that we developed to test the 
XGPON OLT board. The OLT shelf includes our XGPON 
OLT board. Currently, we have eight ONUs whose user side 
interfaces are connected to a 10-Gbps Ethernet switch. 
Additionally, the ONUs are connected to the OLT board 
through the optical power splitter. The optical fiber spool 
contains 20-km-long optical fibers. 

The traffic generator/analyzer generates packets and feeds 
them to the Ethernet switch. The traffic generator/analyzer can 
generate only uniform traffic. The packet sizes are uniformly  

Fig. 11. Mean delay test result.  
 
distributed from 64 bytes to 1,500 bytes. In addition, the traffic 
generator/analyzer collects packets transmitted from the 
XGPON OLT board. The PC is used for system control and to 
monitor test results. 

The line rate from the Ethernet switch to each ONU is 200 
Mbps. The input load of each T-CONT type in an ONU is 
evenly distributed. The SLA parameters, such as AB and SI, are 
identical to those used in the simulation in section V. 

Figure 11 shows the captured image of the mean delay test 
result. In Fig. 11, ONTi_Tj represents the mean delay of     
T-CONT type j in ONUi, where i = 1,…,8, and j = 2, 3, 4. The 
X-axis is the current time in hour:minute:second format, and 
the Y-axis is the delay in μs. The result shows three groups: T-
CONT type 2 is the lowest group, T-CONT type 3 is the next 
lowest group, and T-CONT type 4 is the highest group. Since 
the traffic generation model is different from that of the 
simulation and since the delays in the Ethernet switch and the 
traffic generator/analyzer are included in the packet delay, the 
mean delay of the test is greater than that of the simulation. 

VIII. Conclusion 

To utilize unused bandwidth, EBU uses the available byte 
counter that can be negative. EBU adds the unused amount of 
the available byte counter to the available negative byte 
counters. In addition, EBU allocates multiple polling slots to a 
queue during its service interval to know the request of the 
queue as soon as possible. Using approximate analysis, we 
showed that EBU is better than IACG regarding mean waiting 
time. Through simulations, we showed that EBU outperforms 
the existing methods in mean delay, delay variance, and loss 
rate. We implemented the EBU algorithm in a Xilinx FPGA 
chip and developed an XGPON OLT board that supports a  
10-Gbps downstream speed, 2.5-Gbps upstream speed, 256 
ONUs, and 4 T-CONT types. We developed the testbed and 
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described the test results of the hardware implementation. 
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